
Walk ! Explore ! Earn !



How we get this idea
Answer from the game’s chief designer:



When I was a child, I lived in the suburb, and always 
enjoyed catching and battling insects.



Today as a grown-up, I work in the concrete jungle in 
suits, and struggling for life. There is not much 
chance for me to embrace the nature.



To reminisce my good old memories and resonate with 
people like me, I designed Step Monsters - encourage 
ourselves to walk more, enjoy the game of our childish 
dream, and get rewarded from tokens.



Walking Mode Explore Mode 
 Players must walk different distances(500M-3Km) 

to unlock the chance to battle against the monster

 This Mode works for players who:


1. Enjoy walking long distances.


2. Want to earn steady LST rewards.

 Monsters will be located casually, and players will 

have to go near battle them to win LST rewards.

 This Mode works for players who:


1. Enjoy exploring the city.


2. Meeting friends in real life.

Two ways of walking



A combination of

StepN and Pokemon Go

 Based on Solana, the fastest blockchai

 Supports two game modes: walking mode, and 

exploration mod

 A built-in NFT market for the convenience of user

 Up to 20 races of monster

 A dual token system: LST the utility token, and 

LMT the governance token.



Game Interface

Species | NFT ID

Balance | Wallet

Walk to Earn

Explore to Capture

Monster Image

Profile & Energy

Monster Collection

Monster Market

Level | Breed Times | Fatigue

Activate | More Settings



Introductions to the Monsters

Angelic

Crabfly

Octopus

Joker

Zombie

Beatles

Happy

Silkworm

Ninja

Caterpillar

Flying

Abbman Crownslug



Things you can do

with the monsters
Upgrade

Players can level up their monsters by costing LST tokens. Monsters 
can be upgraded up to Lv.30. With each upgrade, the monster's 
battling ability will be greatly enhanced, and players can earn more 
token rewards.  

Breed

Breeding is when players use 2 monsters who are of the same race but 
different gender to breed a new Egg. This process would also cost 
players certain amount of tokens.

Synthesize

Synthesizing is the process for players to synthesize a high-level 
monster from low-level monsters.



Battle System

HP

Battle Attributes

Attack

Defense

Agility

Speed Attack

Double Attack

Dodge

Your Monster Apponent



LST and LMT

A dual token structure

Lite Satoshi Token (LST)

LST has an unlimited supply and is earned 
when players walk in Walking Mode or 
Explore Mode winning the fight. 

Lite Meta Token (LMT)

LMT is Step Monster’s governance token. 
Players can vote for proposals by holding 
LMT. More usage scenarios will be 
developed in the future.

LST Usage Scenarios:

1.Breeding

2. Synthesize

3.Level up



Project Timeline

March 2022


Start of the project

Q12023


Brings more races of Step Monster.


Adds more game modes.

April 2022 


Completes monster modeling and 

exploration mode

June 2022


Implements LBS related 

Algorithms


October 2022


Completes Smart Contracts on 

Solana Blockchain

December 2022


Launches Testnet Product

January 2023


Finishes two rounds of private tests 

with community members.

February 2023


Launches Mainnet Product. 

Conducts NFT Sale.



Future Plans:

LBS based PvP

Battle with Nearby Players

Payers can approach other players on the 
map and battle with them to win special 

rewards.

Make Friends In Guilds

Players can join guilds and work on various 
tasks and challenges together.



Thank you!


